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ON SEMPCLOSURE STRUCTURES AND TOPOLOGICAL 
MODIFYING STRUCTURES

Bae Hun Park and Woo Chorl Hong

1. Semi-closure structures

Let X be any non empty set and 夕(X) the power set of 
X・ A function 徴：歹(X)—＞夕(X) is called a semi-closure 
structure ⑶ on X if satisfies the following four condi
tions；

1) 诚碎二知
2) ACZu(A) for each 厶UO(X).
3) 』4(二E n u(A)(二物(B) for each A9B U夕(X), and
4) %(4)=化(Y4)) for each.

A pair (X,u) where is a semi-closure structure on X, 
is called a semi-closure space. These concepts are genera
lizations of the more familiar Kuratowski closure opera
tor and topological spaces, respectively. For a convini- 
ence, we 압hall agree to use 涿 as {AuX| 伽(X—A)=X— 
工4}. Clearly, a semi-closure structure u is satisfied
i) X, © u 汐 and ii) for every A W涿 \JA W勿,

but the fin辻e intersection of elements of 1기 is not an 
element of 汐,in general (A family 勿 of subsets of X 
satisfying the above conditions i) and ii) is called a 
pretopology 口], a supratopology [幻，or a semi-topology 
[6] for X.).

The concept of semi-closure structures is motivated by 
the following examples；
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Example 1.1. Let (X,歹)be a topological space 
and - and 0 denote the closure operator and the interior 
operator in X, respectively. Then

^a={ACZX\AczA°-}, 
夕m={AUX|4(財-。}, and 
夕t= {4UX|4U4-。-}

are pretopologies but not topologies for X[l,5].

Example 1.2[6丄 Let X and Y be any two non empty
sets and 笋 a subcollection of (/| f：X—is a function}. 
Let K(f, g) denote the coincidence set of f and g, cons
isting of all points x^X such that f(x)=g(x'). Define

幼：宓(X)—夕(X) by

“Q4) =「]{K(£g) I K(f,g)二)

Then, if Q K(f, g) =2, then, w is a semi-closure structure 

on X.
Moreover, if F = {0,1), then the above semi-closure 

stucture w is a Kuratowski closure operator.

Example 1.3 [8J. Let X be any non empty set and 
G and 舊 denote a transformation group of X and the 
equivalence relations of X, respectively. Then between 
the complete lattice 穿(the set of all subgroups of G) 
and the complete lattice 苗 there can be established a dual 

t}
(inverse) Galois connection^?! 掣'즈느修 such, that t

1) °(/l) = {“〜이 for some f^A} for each sub
group A of G arid

2) c(〜) = 이 for any x^X] for each 幻

By the Galois connection (m, nr), we can prove that if 
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a(G=q> and £(©)=©> then ar and ra are semi-closure 
structures on 亨 and g7, respectively. In [7], these stru
ctures or and to are called closure operators.

2・ Topological modifying structures

Let X be a non empty set and let I7 be a collection of 
semi-closure structures on X[3,4]. P is called a topolo
gical modifying structure on X if for each A9B e 宓(X) 
and for each u,v e r, there exists an element w in r 
such that 化(4)U〃(B)二)Let (X, u) be a 
semi-closure space. We let (為(％) = {』UX： x 0 u(Ac)}. In 
a topological space (X,彼)，</>„(%) is clearly the neighbor 
rhond systenr-at x in (X, u) for each x e X.

Remark. (1) If a topological modifying structure r on 
X has only one element 佑 then u satisfies the Kurato- 
wski closure axioms. From now on, we shall agree to 
use u as the unigue topology for X determined by u.

(2) Any collection of semi-closure structures on X is 
not a topological modifying structure on X, in general^ 
as shown by the following example A.

(3) Any collection of topologies for X which has at 
least two elements is not a topological modifying struc
ture on X, in general, as shown by the following exa
mple B.

Example A. Let (X,歹)be a topological space and and 
denote the closure operator and the interior operator in 
X9 respectively. Then

尸={4(二X：
夕t={4uX： AU心} and
夕“ ={4uX： AcA-°-}
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are pretopologies 口,5], but not topologies for X・ If u9, 
4 and w are semi-closure structures on X determined by 
夕x, 夕”, and 夕七 respectively, then 尸= {払约 2아 is not a 
topological modifying structure on X・

Example B. Let X~(a9b9c] and u~{X9^, {a}, 0, 하} 
and v={X9^9 {硏 \b9c}}.Then u and v are topologies for 
X and u{c} U 이아 = {%c} R 씨务 c}~v{a, c} — {a, b, c}. 
Therefore 尸= {偽까 is not a topological modifying struc
ture on X.

Theorem 2. Let r be a topological modifying struc 
ture on a set X. Then U%(%)is a neighborhood system

at x, for each x s X. Thsrt is, F a 초^

Tr for X.
Proof. 1) Set 】VL=U©u(%) and let A e Nx. Then there us/*

is utr such that % £ u(Ac). Since Ac U u(Ac)9 x Ac 
and thus x e A.

2) Let A and B be two elements of Nx. Then, there ar으 
•u,v e r such that x G u(Ac) and x £ 〃(&). Since Z7 is a 
topological modifying structure on X, there exists w e 
r such that x 0 u(Ac) (J v(Bc)二汕(4七膏)=z〃((A「) 

B)c). Now we have x t w{(Af]B')c') and thus Af]B e Nx.
3) Let A & Nx and AuBuX. Then there exists ueF 

such that x C u(Ac). Since AuB, BcCZAc and u(Bc)du 
(Ac). It follows that x © u{Bc) and thus B e Nx.

4) Let A s Nx. Then there exists u £ f such that x
tu(Ac) and we have x e X*(出)U4. Let B=X—u(Ac)9 
Then, we 아lall prove that i) B e Nx and ii) A e Ny9 for 
each y e B, that is, for each y e B9 y t for some
w e r.
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i) Si효ce u is a semi-closure structure on X(z.e.9ue Z1), 
uQBcy) w(Ac))c) —u(w(Ac)) ~u(Ac)- Since x C ^(Ac)> 
x £ u((X~u(Ac))c) and thus B—A—^(Ac) £ Nx.

ii) Since B^u (A)그如 y 心 u(Ac) and thus AeN , for 
each y e B.

The proof is complete.
Theorem 2・2・ Let Qf be a topological 응pace and 

let r be a collection of semi-closure structures on X such 
that 夕 er and for each u ”(二歹二 Then,

(1) r is a topological modifying structure on X.
(2) 夕"=】兀

Erqqe. (1) Let u be the closure structure ou (长一夕)， 

For each. v9w e r and for each A, B e 宓(X),

"(•A)U“(B)二)r(A)U”(B)二二”(丄4丄访).

Thus r is a topological modifying structure on X.
(2) Let A be a neighborhood of % in (X,，乡—). Then there 

exists an element v in r such that x v (A£). Since v 
(A)二)"(B) for each A e 宓(X), % 0 u(Ac). Thus A is a 
neighborhood of x in (X“厂).Conversely, let A be a 
neighborhood. of x in (X,夕)Then x《"Q4°) and thus 
A £ 0J#)UU 勤愆)・ Therefore A is a neighborhood of vef
x in f).

The proof is complete.
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